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JIM HEICK

O

ur meeting was started by Mike Daum @ 7:15pm.
Mike greeted the members and proceeded with Club
Business.
Our Annual Saratoga Bus trip is scheduled for Sunday, April
3rd. At this time, we currently have 37 members & guests
signed up. Thank you to all the members for getting the
money to me, prior to the trip. The Bus will be leaving the
Exit 63 Park and Ride at 6:00am. We will leave Exit 49 Park
and Ride at 6:30am.
Joe Bottigliere addressed the members regarding our current
membership enrollment. We have 240 members paid, with a
few outstanding. Please get the dues money to Joe.
Congratulations to Adam Fisher. His work was exhibited @
Stony Brook Educational Center. Members posted to the
forums regarding Adam’s wok.
Congratulations to Daryl Rosenblatt for having his table
published in Fine Woodworking Magazine.
Congratulations to Frank Napoli, for having his work published in the Winter/Spring Issue of Woodcarvers
Illustrated.
New members for the evening were:
George, a Locksmith from St. James
Mark, Welder/Cabinetmaker from Centereach, and friend of
Tom Lafferty
Michael Krono- From Troy N.Y. – Mihael is looking to move
to Long Islnd and start a woodworking business. A special
thanks to Judy and Alana from Mill Neck Interpreter
Services for attending and providing the necessary sign language to assist Michael, throughout the entire meeting.
Morgan Center Donations- Mike Luciano addressed the
members regarding donations. All donated items will be raffled off at the Charities Fundraiser. All proceeds go to the
Morgan Center.
Doug Plotke addressed the members regarding his need for
custom work in his new home. He needs vanities, columns
and other work done. See Doug for more details. (Look him
up in the members section of the website for phone number
and email address)
Harry Slutter spoke of a Festool Demo Day which was held
@ Harry’s Urban Hardwoods shop. The event was Thursday,
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March 4th.
Show & Tell:
Jim Henfield displayed his hand cut dovetail Pencil Box , made of wenge.
Ben Nawrath displayed a beautiful childs stool. The childs name CHLOE was part of the top step.
They were removable letters, creating a puzzle for the child.
Corey Tighe presented his hand cut dovetails.
Great job to Jim, Ben and Corey.
Raffle Winners for March were:
Charles Bernhardt
Mike Mittleman
Matt Reardon
Our guest speaker for the evening was our own Roger Schroeder. Rogers’s presentation on Tambour
Design was well prepared. Roger displayed his scaled replica of a beautiful roll top desk. The “roll
top” was a tambour design.
Roger displayed and demonstrate the various techniques used in the creation of a tambour. From
cutting the half round slats to gluing the backing on, Roger’s interaction with the members was
informative and interesting.
One common example of Tambour design is a rollup garage door. The doors sections, similar to
those of a roll top desk, storage organizer, etc., roll up in a track, situated on both sides of the sections. This is also true in tambour construction. Grooves are routed on the side panels of the item,
to create tracks for movement, and keeping the doors in place.
Special thanks to Roger for taking the time to present to our members.
Our June meeting is usually our Club Picnic. We are in need for volunteers to come forward and
plan the picnic. Anyone interested, please see one of the LIW Executive Board members and the
April meeting. We need to start the process now.

EDITOR’S NOTES: Bill Leonhardt has been busy. First he sent me the photo of Charlie James giving a demo at the NWA woodworking show in Saratoga Sprints. Charlie, Rich Macrae, Gary Mayhew
and Bob Urso were all ribbon winners, and Charlie James won the People’s Choice award.
Congratulations to all.
Second, he found us a May speaker. (In his words): As the baseball season gets up and running, we
are pleased to announce the speaker for the May 4 meeting is Peter Curti, President of the Beaver
Bat Company located in Oceanside, NY. This company supplies over 15000 wooden bats per year
from meeting the needs of the major leagues right on down to our local Little League teams.
Among other topics, Peter will discuss his machines, the material used, material qualification as well
as the finishes. Come learn about what may have been the first wood we picked up.
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Charlie James showing his
cabinet at Saratoga
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TURNER’S GUILD

STEVE BLAKLEY

P

resident Mike Josiah opened the meeting asking if everyone received the emails he was sending
out. He reported that he would be “sitting in” for Ed Piotrowski taking the names for the
Chapter Challenge. The Chapter Challenge and the Show and Tell items were shown. There were
some really nice items this month including, a bottle stopper, a maple burl vase, lidded boxes and segmented bowls.
Mike reported that the ID Tags are still being considered but nobody had enough of one size to make
them all. (Thanks to Chris Mallon for donating some 25 of them.) He will be looking into getting more
of the same size Chris gave us, 4 x 3. Once we have ordered them we will begin to make up the name
tags as we do not want different size name tags for the members.
Mike asked if anyone had done any lidded boxes and to bring in what you have made in the past to show
the other members what is out there so we can see different versions. If you do make these boxes maybe
you want to give a demonstration. Gary Mayhew spoke about giving demonstrations and said when you
do a demonstration, you “learn as you do” (in addition to what you already know). Mike spoke about
the mentoring program and if you are a new turner (or not) and want to understand something on a one
to one basis, see Barry Saltsburg, who heads the program.
Mike spoke about the upcoming shows, including the Totally Turning in April and a woodworking symposium in October. He also spoke about the AAW site and the nice PDF files the offer including one
on Planning a Demonstration.
Mike handed out an email that he received from a person who sells laminated wood. Some of the prices
are a 3 x 3 x 11 Peppermill for $15.00; Stoppers or Calls 1.5 x 3 for $1.50 and 2 x 2 x 6 are $4.00 each.
If the club buys several cases of wood, there will be a nice discount. For more information you can
email him at waltamb@npacc.net or go to his YouTube video at
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eCqcnf2Tbhg

There was a suggestion to see hollowing vessel demonstration.
It was now time for our demonstration by Rich Michaelis, who showed us how to make “Lidded Hollow
Form Vessels” with finials. He had some really beautiful items and finished them with one coat of Tung
Oil followed by a buffing with the Beal Buffing System, although he buffs the finials (understandably)
by hand. Great demonstration Rich, thanks so much!
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LICFM

BEN NAWRATH

FEBRUARY MINUTES

N

orm presided over tonight’s meeting for those of us who braved the weather.

We has one new member for this month is Charlie from Islip who started woodworking on his relatives’ farm and
working on train sets and guitars. Also, Gary Mayhew wasn’t here so someone else actually won the raffle!
Show and tell:
Nate made a table of ambrosia maple with spiral cut legs and a bush oil and shellac finish. Jim H made a box with
a sliding top out of wenge and maple. Watch out for splinters in wenge! Several other members had splinter stories… Rob D made a tool holder for his lathe tools out of maple. Some day he may fill it! It mounts with a French
cleat to the wall next to his lathe.
Tip of the month. Norm showed how important it is to check your tape measure for accuracy since they sometimes
fall and the hook can bend. So they may vary from one to another! Fix bent hooks, and always use the same tape
during a project so your error is consistent.
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Treasurer’s report: we made 18 cents in interest!!
Norm mentioned how we don’t have a good banner or sign to have at our booth at the annual show or round robins.
Everyone think about ideas and we’ll discuss next month!
Don’s presentation tonight was about butterfly or bowtie inlays using a router. They’re typically used in a structural
manner in slabs to stop a crack from propagating further, but can be used for just decoration in any piece. This technique can be used for many different kinds of inlay.
First find a good basic size and shape on your piece that will span the crack. Then shape a template out of hardboard or similar material with angles similar to what you’d use for dovetails. Choose wood for the bowtie with
straight grain and orient it across the crack. Make sure to cut the butterflies accurately!! Slightly undercut the sides
of the bowtie using a file or chisel so it wedges in tight. Keep track of the top and orientation of the bowtie. Don
is a fan of using gel super glue to hold it while it traces it out on your workpiece, rather than just your hand. Jim H
commented how that is the most important step! Side note: don’t make the bowtie smaller than your favorite chisel.
Mark around piece with knife, rather than a pencil. This establishes the edge of your socket. To cut out the socket,
Don prefers the fixed base of his compact router but you can use a plunge base. He also suggests auxiliary lighting
if your router doesn’t have one. Slowly work away the waste and try to remember which way the bit is spinning so
it doesn’t grab and walk away from you. Set final depth of the bit by resting the router itself on the bowtie, and lowering the bit (Spiral up it bit) to the bench. It’s always best to leave the key proud by a business card or two. Easier
to shave that down than the entire table. Get as close as you can with the router, if you’ve marked it well with the
knife that will prevent tear-out. Clean up the shape with that chisel you made sure would fit when you laid out the
shape! Once it’s driven home you can plane it smooth.
After the meeting Jim H told me about his video of the month. If you google “Down to earth woodworker Bow tie
Inlay” it’s the first link to come up. He talks really slowly, but it’s worth a watch. He also has a video about filling
voids and defects in a slab, which is often the next step after a bowtie!
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MARCH MINUTES
Everyone is always eager to start a meeting when there’s an eisel and a projector setup! So after the usual pleasantries
we got starter. We had one new guy this month, Tim from Bayshore. Jim asked everyone to brainstorm ideas for a
SIG sign that we can use for round robins and the annual show. I’d also like to remind everyone to check the club
website, there’s great pictures, interesting conversation on the forums, and the woodrack gets posted there too.
Gary G had the tip of the month about out shop geometry. You can do so much with a compass/dividers and
straight edge, and no actual measuring. He went over how to draw a perfectly perpendicular line, bisecting an angle,
bisecting a line, finding the center of a circle, constructing a hexagon, trisecting line, and creating an octagon. Many
of these we all learned once upon a time, but haven’t used in years. Sometimes it’s best to keep it simple and go old
school!
For show and tell, Don brought his favorite layout tools, a height marker and edge marker that come in very handy
when evening up something with legs. Joe brought in a bread box with distressed finish, rail and style bead board
door, and sapele top. Joe V made arrow of light boards on his CNC for his son and other Webelo scouts.
Brace yourselves… Gary Mayhew was present but did NOT win the raffle!
Tonight’s main presentation was by Jim H. on dovetails. His main point is that 90% of the difficulty people have getting a tight joint is actually in the layout. Fundamentally, any dovetail is a mechanically sound joint with fingers and
sockets, it’s just that they’re angled. He considers anything made without a dovetail shaped router bit to be hand cut
(in other words, cutting waste with a band saw or straight bit is ok).
Pins or tails first? Europeans say pins first. Pins are easier to cut since it’s with the grain. Jim likes to do tails/sockets first since they are harder and the angle is actually arbitrary. So why not do the hard work, then mark out the one
that’s easier to cut based on work you’ve already done, rather than having to match a line with a difficult cut. The cut
is angled in relation to the end of the board, but must be dead perpendicular to the faces of the board (likewise, the
cut for the pins is dead perpendicular to the end of the board, but angled relative to the face).
To get started, he uses an angled jig that rides on his band saw fence. He cuts all tail/socket cuts that way. Then score
base of sockets deeply with a knife before the chisel. Remove most of the waste with coping saw to reduce resistance for chisel, helps it to not void the base line. To transfer to the marks to the pin board, he lays blue tape on
end grain, so you’re cutting tape rather than trying to score wood. He also clamps everything together super tight so
it doesn’t move (SUPER important!!). Since it’s clamped, you can use your free hand to hold a light so you eliminate
the shadow that you’re actually cutting in. Peel off the tape in the waste. The tape preserves your pin! If you never
cut into your tape, you’ll have a tight joint. You can always pare away some wood… Jim likes to use a jig to support
a router to clean up the base of the cuts after using his band saw to waste as much as possible.
It was an interesting and extremely well thought out presentation that everyone enjoyed and participated in. April’s
topic: table saw sleds!
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LISA

CHUCK BURG

L

ISA meeting 3/17

Meeting conducted by Charlie Felsen
Next meeting guest speaker Joe Gullotti will show us his “Wonders of Architecture”.
He mentioned the Club’s Saratoga trip 4/3 and Chapel Hill show 5/13 & 5/14. You have until 3/31 to get a discount
SHOW AND TELL
A fretwork jewelry box with an inlay initial done by Bob. Liz did a wood burning of a lady. Tim made a holder for his
I-pod and to his surprise it amplified the songs. Matt turned a pill box out of teak and Rolf made an intarsia of a striped
bass.
Pictures of show and tell will be included in LISA minutes from now on.
PRESENTATION
We all worked on embellishing our painted flowers under the direction of Jean Piotrowski. Some brought in more that
the required three. They will be Mother Day gifts.
Next Meeting April 21, 2016

BURN BARREL

BOB SCHENDORF

Greetings From The Isle Of Hiatus, Wish You Were Here!
So, in December I announced that I was resigning as president of the Cabinetmakers and taking a break, too many
things were going on that were keeping me from giving the organization its due attention, and something had to give.
So off I went too hiatus.
The travel agent assured me that the climate is warm, it never rains, the natives are friendly, and the women are beautiful and accommodating!
As I sit here shivering under my umbrella, doing all I can do to stay dry and wondering how they manage to populate
an island without any women, I’ve at least had time to think. And what am I thinking about? Woodworking of course.
But what really drew me down here was that in the brochure, the resort boasted that it had a working time machine. I
don’t want to travel back to some monumental moment in history. I just want to get back to 1996. Not because it was
a particularly great year, none of my kids were born that year (wait, one was!), I didn’t make a whole lot of money or
anything, it just seems to me to be about the last time I understood what the hell was going on !
Maybe its middle age, maybe it’s a generational thing, but I find myself scratching my head more and more often and
asking; “When did that happen? When did that become okay? How long has that kind of behavior been acceptable? “
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And; “ Who the hell decided that the cutting board is such an important staple in the realm of woodworking that it
needs to have a gazillion gigs of internet dedicated to the pursuit of building one?!”
I am again referring to all of my “virtual” friends online who never “like” or comment on a masterful piece that has
come out of our shop, but yet they all have “youboob” channels and are constantly posting about their latest videos and
talking about their thousands of followers, and want you to like their page.
You visit said page, and it usually has a clever title like; “R.J.’s Woodshop” or “Woodworking Joe”, when they really
should be referring to themselves as; “The Weekend Wood Butcher” or “Clueless and Full of Splinters”! Then you start
looking at the photos that they’ve put out there for all the world to see. The first forty six pictures are selfies taken in
their garage. The last three are of two cutting boards, and a table with a rudimentary, sloppily cut arch that spans two
legs that are either ripped down two by material or a home center one by four, somehow secured on edge inside an
apron. Not a stitch of joinery to be seen and a link to a blog where they discuss food safe finishes from every possible angle for hours on end.
Now stop making that obscene hand gesture at your computer screen and hear me out. I’ve been there. We all begin
somewhere. I’ve built that table, (which is currently rotting, broken in a landfill somewhere) I get it. And honestly, a
cutting board is a great project for a novice, (although in twenty five years of doing this I’ve never made one) it teaches milling, gluing up, finish prep, and an introduction to finishing. It’s a quick and easy (and cheap) gift idea once your
skills have advanced and a great way to deal with some of those really pretty “shorts” you have laying around your shop.
News flash gang! The world only needs so many cutting boards! And those who pursue the creation of new and different cutting boards as if they’ve discovered fire, are going to learn some hard and potentially embarrassing lessons
about wood movement, especially when you combine different species in the same glue up, and when you start messing with different grain orientations to make a cool pattern. And you aint going to make your fortune by selling them
on Facebook!
I often say that it’s not good to be the best woodworker on the block, and in 1996 I was. But thinking back to what I
was building back then, I’m embarrassed. I should have been building with the garage door closed and not even considering showing the world what I was doing by posting photos on the internet (had internet access been as it is today).
Again, it’s perfectly acceptable to be a beginner. But a good beginner doesn’t speak much (except to ask questions, not
boast), but rather listens so he or she can learn.
You have to walk before you can run. And you have to crawl before you can walk. And walking involves legs. Learn
how to make four good ones and join it to something flat (like a really big cutting board) so that it allows for years of
wood movement and torsion on those legs.
Times have changed, tools have changed, techniques have been fiddled with, but the principles and the science of
wood and woodworking have not. And I have, by no stretch of the imagination mastered that knowledge. Just years of
learning and trial and error (a whole heck of a lot of error!), which if nothing else, has taught me to be on the lookout for potential issues. Not to try and avoid those potential issues, but to try and rise to the challenge of overcoming
those issues and possibly building a piece that will by far, out last me.
Perhaps I am wrong. Maybe the world does need more cutting boards than we can imagine. With the rise of the “foodie” perhaps more and more people will want a variety of them in their kitchens.
Perhaps the conversation that finally brings peace to the Middle East will be proceeded by a genuine compliment from
one party to the other about their custom made cutting board. (Of course I couldn’t tell you what they will sit at to
break bread if the entire woodworking community is out making cutting boards).
Perhaps Armageddon will not be in any of the forms we have previously imagined. The end of mankind may not be
a nuclear holocaust or an epic pandemic. It is possible that in man’s final moments, the last one of us gasping his or
her last breathe may utter; “If only we had discussed food safe finishes just a little bit more…..”
Who knows? It wouldn’t be the first time I was wrong!
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SSOW

STEPHEN BLAKLEY

A

nother great meeting of the Secret Society of Woodcarvers was held. President Napoli discussed the
Treasurer's report; new business; old business and show and tell. While we worked on our face projects, the
next project, a simple automatron was discussed. We had a visitor, Tim Dorsey, who wanted to see what
carving was all about. I can not tell you anymore about the meeting because after all, we are a Secret Society.

The Marketplace

Routers,Sanders,Drills and more for sale,
Dennis Taddeo 631 543 2256
8/4 Cherry S2S $5.15 / bf
5/4 Cherry S2S $4.25 / bf
8/4 Poplar $2.30 / bf
8/4 Ambrosia Maple $2.45 / bf
All Jorgensen and Pony Clamps 20% off
All Woodpecker Product 15% off
All specials are for in stock items.
This special is for March 2015 only for the LIWA Members
Urban Specialty Woods 257 Broadway Huntington Station*, NY 11746 631-903-5944
*(Editors Note): Do not confuse this address with Huntington, which also has a 257
Broadway, but it’s a house.

I have to sell my shop; all the tools. They are currently in storage in Garden City, and need help
cataloging and sorting it. That also gives you first crack at buying them. Among the tools are a 3
HP Saw Stop; a dust collection syyste;, Sears drill press; Lie Nielsen bencg; 2 speed Delta planer;
6” Powermatic jointer; 14” bandsaw; dust collection system; Festool vacuum; router table; air compressor; drills, hand tools etc.
Harry Aristodou 516-306-4780 aristidouhc@msn.com
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